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by Steven Hartman (/blog/people/steven-hartman)

$e humanities are a rich source of knowledge about
human activity - and are key to understanding the
human processes behind the Anthropocene, writes
Steven Hartman.

Fo#owing publication of its Fourth Assessment Report climatologist
James Hansen criticized the IPCC for what he ca#ed "scienti"c reticence,"
citing the "tendency for 'gradualism' as new evidence comes to light" as
being at odds with the urgency of communication "when an issue with a
short time fuse is concerned" . Emphasizing the "huge gap between what
is understood about human-made global warming and its consequences,
and what is known by the people who most need to know, the public and
policy makers," Hansen suggested the need for “scientists as a
community” to step up and "nd appropriate "supplementary
mechanisms" to meet these communicative and pedagogic needs . $is
was a crucial acknowledgement from a key "gure within the climate
science community of the complicated issues of political and societal
reception that had dogged scienti"c assessment and policy advisory work
on climate change since the 1980s. Now a%er eight years and the
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publication of a "%h IPCC assessment these issues continue to dog that
work. But how we# equipped are scientists  to meet the
cha#enge identi"ed by Hansen?

as a community

One hard lesson that we have learned from the
"rst "ve IPCC assessments is that rising scienti"c
con"dence and consensus do not in themselves
produce shi%s in societal values and norms, or
changes in human behaviour on a signi"cant
scale. Ampli"cation of the scienti"c message is
not the answer to the cultural dilemma we now
face. In a time when truthiness and factoids are
capable of undercu!ing the value of facts and
scienti"c validity in the marketplace of ideas,
ideology and public opinion, we need to adopt
more sophisticated approaches to the
dissemination and reception of current scienti"c
knowledge in our societies. $is applies not only
within our political and social institutions but
even more decisively within the sometimes
counter-intuitive, messy spheres of mass media and public culture.

$e circumstances that have given rise to the

require that we reassess our assumptions about
human agency and human e&ects on the earth
system. Human activities, and thus human
choices, clearly lie at the root of the great
environmental predicament of our age. To
paraphrase David Nye, a leading historian of
technology, there is nothing deterministic about
any society's choice of an energy regime . $e
processes by which societies negotiate and e&ect
regime changes, moreover, are neither natural nor
comprehensible strictly within the parameters of
the Natural Sciences. $ey are cultural
transactions subject to political, social and
economic contingencies. $e great environmental
predicament of the early 21st century is not primarily an ecological crisis,
though its rami"cations are far reaching within ecological systems.
Rather, it is a crisis of culture. Unpacking the complexities involved in this
crisis requires expertise and analytical tools from a panoply of knowledge
communities that obviously include the Natural Sciences while also
extending a great deal beyond them.

Anthropocene concept
(h!p://www.futureearth.org/blog/2013-aug-
28/whats-name-understanding-anthropocene)

[ii]

Experts we# equipped  to engage
complex cultural phenomena and sociological,
philosophical and political questions that bear
signi"cantly on climate policy are to be found in
ample numbers within the ranks of the
Humanities and Social Sciences. $e

 (EH), an international
research "eld in its ascendency, is particularly we#
poised to contribute to the Global Change
research agenda.

as a community

Environmental Humanities

Simpli"ed Bretherton Diagram
( from Earth System Science: an overview, NASA, 1988) 

Also in this series...

A climate scientist's perspective on integrating knowledge
from the humanities in discussions of global change.

Environmental humanities - another view
(h!p://www.futureearth.org/blog/2015-jun-
3/environmental-humanities-another-view)

Research in action - the background on a co#aboration
linking the humanities and disciplinary science.

Walking on eggshe#s? Mi#ennial-scale sustainable
community management
(h!p://www.futureearth.org/blog/2015-jun-3/walking-
eggshe#s-mi#ennial-scale-sustainable-community-
management)

!e Environmental Humanities – a growing
international research area

Institutions active within the Environmental Humanities
include 

, $e 

 at LMU-Munich, $e Nelson
Institute's 

$e Environmental Humanities Co#aboratory
(h!ps://www.tema.liu.se/tema-
g/Posthuman/environmental-humanities-co#aboratory?
l=en) Rachel Carson Center for Environment and
Society (h!p://www.carsoncenter.uni-
muenchen.de/index.html)

Center for Culture, History and the Environment
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Environmenta#y engaged research in the
humanities extends back we# over half a century,
most notably in "elds such as environmental
anthropology/archaeology, environmental history,
environmental ethics and more recently in
literature and environment studies (otherwise
known as ecocriticism). Approaches to
environmental research questions typical of
distinct humanities disciplines such as these can
be contrasted with those of a now rapidly
unfolding interdisciplinary EH community. For a#
intents and purposes this research community has
come into force only in the past few years as
individual disciplinary currents converge into a
common stream that may eventua#y inundate,
and possibly replace, the tributaries that have
formed it. Never before have environmenta#y-
focused humanities scholars from so many
disciplines been in conversation with each
another, and increasingly with researchers in the
social and natural sciences. $is innovation is a
de"ning aspect of the Environmental Humanities
movement, in contrast to the largely mono-
disciplinary research communities out of which it
emerged. In addition to liberating vital knowledge
from disciplinary silos, the rise of
interdisciplinary EH holds the promise of
generating new knowledge that might be di(cult
or even impossible to achieve otherwise. Many of
the greatest cha#enges now facing our societies
globa#y are so expansive and kno!y (or )
that game-changing breakthroughs are unlikely to
emerge from within the borders of any individual
disciplines.

wicked

$e EH "eld as broadly con"gured in these terms
can be usefu#y contrasted with 

 (IEH), an approach now
gaining ground in the context of the Future Earth
core project 

. IEH research
mobilizes expertise from a spectrum of disciplines
that cut across the major domains of science and
inquiry in order to unpack the black box of
"Human Activities" (represented iconica#y in the
famous Bretherton diagram of 1988) that remained
for so long underresolved and underexamined
within the "eld of Earth System Science.

Integrated
Environmental Humanities

IHOPE (/projects/ihope-integrated-
history-and-future-people-earth)

Without understanding ourselves – including how
we respond to natural and societal cha#enges – we can hardly expect to
make reliable models or predictions of outcomes that require taking
human behaviour, choices and responses into account. If the humanities
"are a unique repository of knowledge and insight into the rich diversity
of the human experience" from which we learn to make sense of our
"responses, motivations and actions" in the face of cha#enges" , then it
is risky, to say the least, to omit humanities knowledge from scienti"c
assessment and consultation processes informing environmental policy.

[iii]

 at University of
Wisconsin--Madison. Other signi"cant Environmental
Humanities environments have emerged at 

, 
, and

 in the USA, at
the universities of 

 and 

in Australia, at 

and 

in Sweden, and at numerous other universities in Europe,
Asia, Africa and the Australia-Paci"c region. EH-driven

, the 
 and

the 
. 

(h!p://nelson.wisc.edu/che/index.php)

UCLA
(h!p://environmental.humanities.ucla.edu/) University of
Oregon (h!p://envs.uoregon.edu/env-humanities/)
Princeton University
(h!p://www.princeton.edu/pei/ehp/about/)

New South Wales
(h!ps://hal.arts.unsw.edu.au/disciplines/environmental-
humanities/about/) Sidney
(h!p://sydney.edu.au/arts/research/environmental_humanities/)

Mid Sweden University
(h!p://www.miun.se/universitetet/organisation/avdelningar/hum/forskning/forskningsproje
Umeå University (h!p://www.org.umu.se/usste/english/)

KTH
(h!p://www.kth.se/en/abe/inst/philhist/historia/ehl/contact)

projects include the Humanities for the Environment
(h!p://hfe.wfu.edu/) initiative led by the Consortium of
Humanities Centres and Institutes and funded by the
Andrew W. Me#on Foundation, with three regional
observatories launched during the period 2013-2015 at
Trinity Co#ege Dublin (for Europe), the University of
Sydney (for the Australia-Paci"c region) and at Arizona
State University (for North America), with a next-stage
extention of this initiative set to launch in 2015 with the
addition of new regional observatories in Africa and Asia.
Active and internationa#y visible research networks
include the Nordic Network for Interdisciplinary
Environmental Studies
(h!p://www.nordforsk.org/en/programmes/projects/nordic-
network-for-interdisciplinary-environmental-studies-
nies), the Australian Environmental Humanities Hub
(h!p://www.aehhub.org/about/), Environmental
Humanities Switzerland
(h!p://environmentalhumanities.ch/) North Atlantic
Biocultural Association (h!p://www.nabohome.org/)

Global Human Ecodynamics A#iance
(h!p://www.gheahome.org/) Notable publishing outlets
include EH series at Routledge
(h!p://www.routledge.com/books/series/REH/) and Bri#
(h!p://www.bri#.com/products/series/studies-
environmental-humanities) and the open-access journals
Resilience: A Journal of the Environmental Humanities
(h!p://www.resiliencejournal.org/) and Environmental
Humanities (h!p://environmentalhumanities.org/).
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Yet within our established institutions of scienti"c assessment,
advisement and policymaking internationa#y, engagement of the
Humanities knowledge community remains unrealized, indeed scarcely
una!empted. $ere is certainly room for critique of study "elds in the
Humanities for not stepping up to the table to make the relevance and
value of their knowledge be!er understood to policymakers and the wider
scienti"c community. Yet such critiques would also assume, in error, that
there have been places at that table for the Humanities. $is has not been
the case in the relatively brief history of scienti"c assessment and
environmental policy advisement represented by such institutions as the
IPCC or the United States National Climate Assessment (USNCA).

$e most recent U.S. National Climate Assessment identi"es the need for a
more successful integration of experts from a wider range of
competencies to aid in the societal reception of scienti"c "ndings, citing
"a need for 'science translators' who can help decision-makers" by
enabling them to more "e&ectively incorporate advances in climate
science into decision-making."[iv]

Yet to view the humanities and social sciences in strictly instrumental
terms as facilitating the translation of scienti"c knowledge into an
accessible language for policymakers is to perpetuate de"ciencies in the
larger scienti"c assessment and policy processes that have tended to
reinforce a disjuncture between science and public understanding, on the
one hand, and between the current state of knowledge and best informed
policy on the other hand. To turn to expert humanities researchers not for
the depth of their knowledge concerning values and ethics, or historical
trends in human thought and behaviour, but for their ability to translate a
highly technical scienti"c message into the popular idiom is not unlike
engaging an accomplished composer to tune your guitar.

Within the 
 concerted e&orts are being

made to realize an Integrated Environmental Humanities (IEH) approach
that incorporates both Social Sciences and Humanities disciplines into a
)exible structure for problem-driven research responsive to grand societal
cha#enges. In this context the term  is not meant to ca# to mind
a bounded liberal arts scholarly domain separate from the natural
sciences. Rather it is meant to signal the entanglement, even the centrality,
of in the present age of accelerated global change. Humanities,
in this sense, can extend to any "eld of inquiry foregrounding human
agency in relation to environmental cha#enges – causes, in)uences,
e&ects and solutions.

IHOPE Circumpolar Networks programme
(h!p://ihopenet.org/circumpolarnetworks/)

Humanities

the human 

$e anchoring project 
, for instance, foregrounds elements

and approaches genera#y underrepresented in global change research. $e
"rst of these is the rich repository of knowledge that can be drawn from
material cultural evidence of the  past, both historic and
prehistoric, building on bodies of evidence of socioecological change long
preceding modern instrumental records. $e second is the integration of
expertise through transdisciplinary co#aborations among researchers in
history, geography, archaeology, palaeoecology, literature studies and
digital humanities.

Inscribing Environmental Memory in the Icelandic Sagas
(IEM) (h!p://www.nabohome.org/iem/)

 human

Iceland represents a rich case study because of its extensive historical and
literary sources and abundant archaeological and palaeoenvironmental
data. It also represents an extremely interesting case study in landscape
and ecosystem transformation. $e IEM project focuses on the period

between Iceland’s "rst se!lement ca. AD 870 and the end of the 15th
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century, a time frame that witnessed substantial environmental change.
Before Iceland was se!led in signi"cant numbers by Norse and Celtic-
derived peoples in the late-9th and early-10th centuries there is no
evidence of any previous human habitation or activity on the island that
could have impacted its ecosystems on an appreciable scale. $e project
therefore examines a particularly interesting test case for the study of
anthropogenic environmental change over several centuries, as we# as of
the e&ects of both anthropogenic and natura#y occurring environmental
change on the development of an autonomous frontier society in an
erstwhile pristine land. $ese e&ects included large-scale deforestation
and eventual soil erosion due to overgrazing of livestock. Icelandic society
managed to be remarkably resilient with respect to environmental change
in contrast to the Norse se!lements in Greenland. $e picture of human
ecodynamics in the "rst 500-600 years of Icelandic history is actua#y a
dappled one, characterized by both successes and failures in
environmental management, demanding reassessment of historical
narratives that rely on deterministic arguments , while also raising
many new questions about the interdependency of social and ecological
factors.

[v]

By integrating analyses of historica#y-grounded literature with
archaeological studies and environmental science, IEM can o&er new
insights into how past societies understood and coped with
environmental change. In this way the past can be examined as an archive
of human responses to socio-ecological cha#enges, and these completed
experiments of the past (in archaeologist Carole Crumley's coinage) may
help us navigate the cha#enges of the present and future in a time of
accelerated global change.

$e question of what can lead us to a sustainable future is too complicated
to be ultimately understood much less resolved within the boundaries of
single disciplines, or from the perspective of isolated communities of
experts, however knowledgeable they may be concerning a narrower range
of questions. Without a reintegration of research communities, enabling
us to draw upon a fu#er repository of human knowledge and creative
capacity, it wi# be exceptiona#y di(cult for the international community
to address the major threats of the Anthropocene in this century while
also achieving and sustaining human and ecological welfare on a
planetary scale.
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